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"adopted until the surface was soundly healed, and ,the' buljet,:was then 
extracted.' No bacteria1 'conflagration was kindled, but s'everalinonths 
were allowed to elapse before a plating operation was performed to secure 
good anatomi~a.l alignment. A,good functional resultw!1s obtained, and 
there was no shortening, of the ljmb~ 

Warning has already been given in this paper about the 'necessity for 
delay in plating 'operations for even the compound fract'ures of civil type 
Figs. 26 and .27 show a case of ~on-union following an ill-advised plating 
with conseq~ent suppuration in such a cas,e.The second figure demon~, 
strates the effect ,of gorging the part ,with blood by, meallf; of .10 arnbu
latcirysplint; although llO union' had taken place for eighteen months 
after the original platillg operation, bony union occurred ill less than 
three months after the application of on~ of Hdefft'clre's extellslon splillts. 

I gladly take this opportunity of expressing to Sir Arbuthnot Lane 
my appreciation of what he has taught me cif the theory and practice oL 
the surgery' of fractures. to Coionel /Wilson and Lieutenant-Colonel 
'McNaught my indebtedness forpermis~iou to 'p'ublish,certain of these, 
cases, and ,to my friellds Captain J atUes Taylor and Captain Mcl,eod for 
their loyal help as my colleague,s at the Cambridge Hospital,' Aldershot." 
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',A CASE OF'MULTIPLE ANE'URISMS OF THE RETINAL 
, ARTERIES.' 

By CAP:rAIN J. ,A. PRINGLE.,! 

, Royal Army Medical .corps. 

Ophthatmic Specialist" British E:npedilionary Force. 
- -. ,\ ,I,' 

ANEURIS~IS of tbe retinal artery; apart from those variatio~s in calibre 
associated with arterial disease, .are so extremely rare that I thillk'it'may , 
be of interest to ophthalmologists' if I report the following case at somE; 

,length. ' " ' " " ' 
Pte. C: .T., aged .23, service seven mon¥hs, waR sent u'p to see me by, 

the medical o~cer in charge of bis basfl', 'as he had complained of some: 
blurring bf vision. On being questioned he said he had first noticed 
that his: sight was defective some eighteen months previously" that it, was 
much better now' than it had been, but that when' he tried to' llse his 
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498 Olinical and other Notes 
, ' 

'eyes for close work, e.g., to read .a, thermometer, ,that the figures. got 
blurred and seemed to move "up-hill." He also said that when' he 
stooped and raised his head quickly his eyes a~hed ~t the back, and that 
disks and rings seemed to float in front of him. In tJ.PPJ3arance he 'was 
n, fairly well developed man, apparently healthy, save for a slight 
tendency to anremia. There was so sign of thickening of the peripheral 
arteries. The urine was reportE:id normal. 

Family Hi~tory.-Fatheralive, said 'to have diabetes,but no eye 
trt;lUble. Mother died, of cancer. Four brothers and one sister all heal~hy 
and nothjng wrong with their eyes as far as he knows. No history of 
tubercle or syphilis.' , '", .. ' ..' I. . 

Previous History.-Patient has always been healthy, no serious illness, 
c ilO injury; has never worn glasses. He started work as. a ~iner whe'n 
. 16t years of age, and wqrked constantly; in the pits until two months 
before enlistment, when he went off 'work owing to his vision becoming 
blurred and thi~gs seeming to go round. The doctor told him then. 
that. he had nj'stagmus. He started work again about ten days before 
enlisting and left work to join. ' . . 

On examination there is nothing, to note externally in either eye~ 
pupils· equal and active-tension normal. Slight nystagmus can be 
elicited in the extreme positions' of the eyes: Vision of. right eye 
0=: i c: + 0:5 cy1. axis' 45 _ D and I= ~ partly. Vision of left, eye 
=* partly. No/refractive error. 

Left, Fundus.-There is some\increase,of connective .tissue round 
the, disk and along ,the vessels, but there' is no sign of medullation at the 
<fisk. On following the superi6r temporal vessels outwards for about'", 
:2t to 3 disks' diameters a large pa~ch of medullated nerve fibres begins, 
to make its' appearance. These fibres start as a compact opa'que bundle ' 
along the, course of the vein and gradually spread out on either side 
i~to long fine silv~ry threads which follow the line of the main. v~ssElls 
and gradually fade qff into the normal retina about three disks' diameters 
further out. At one' point the 1 upper of thetwb main branches. of 
the superior temporal artery .crosses behind· the vein" alfd here the 

',art,ery i~co!'npletely hiddeIi by these fibres: Still further out aI,ld .at \ a 
lower level there is another area of medullated fibres, but this patch is 
much'smaller than the first and is very ~poorly defined, being represented 
merely'bY a few faint silvery lines ~unning acr~ss the GOl!,rse ofth~ lower 
branches of th~ superior temporal vessels. , , 
"But the most striking fe~ture in the fundus ~s the presence, of three 

large swellings along an artery immediately below th~ first mentiqned 
.patch, of, medullated fibres; two of these swellings are' pale pink with' . 
bright reflexes,which gives them a pearl' like appearance, while the third' 
-or centre one is of a deep carmi~e colour .. 

, As the artery along, which these swellings 'are situated presents. 
I 

, I 
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Glinic.al andotheT Notes 499 

severaL other features of ~nte~est, I propose following its course outwards 
from the disk and describing in detail each abnormality as it presents 
itself. " 

The superior' temporal artery divides into two branches of equal size 
at a shod distance from the disk. The upp~r branch follows the course 

, of the vein crossing first, in front <;>f this vessel, and then, at it short dis
dist'ance further outw~rds, recroBsing' behind it. It is upon the lower 
branch, which runs above the macula and is not invofved in 'the area of 
opaque nerve fibres, that the aneurisms'occur. After giving off two twigs 
to the m!j,cular region this artery sends a small twig almost verticaVy . 
upwards and Just beyond this point, whic~ is about 3i to 4 disks' 
diameters from the papilla, there are two small oval brightly reflecting 

. spot~ of a white ,or I pearl-grey' colour lying one beyond the ?ther, 
on the centre of the ve~sel with their long axes parallel to its course. 
There is no increase in the, calibre of the artery and, beyond the 
fact that its normal central light reflex is interrupted by these two spots 

. and that 'the vessel behind them, lexcept where they actually hide it, 
shows pink in colour, there is nothing further,to note. Immediately 
beyond the second of these two dotsis ~\large fusiform expansion bulging 
below rather more than above and in SIze about 3~ times the diameter 

: of the ves.sel. At, the peripheral end of ~his expansion and' befote 
the calibre again becomes normal, there is a second smaller fusiform, 

,expansi:on about twice as large as the diameter Of the vesseL In 
shape these two are like the two bulbs of the old-fashioned soda water 
syphon, the length 'of the first being about four times, and of the second 
about twice the diameter of the vessel. The'appearance' . of the 
first expansion i~ very striking and can best be 90mpared \to that of a, 

, , pale pink pearl. On the summit of this expansion and slightly ,below , 
its ,centre there is an oval area with' bright reflex similar in appearance 
to that of ,the first two 'just described, but longer. Curving above and 
below this reflex can be 'seen the pale pink shading of the blOod-stream, 
which has a flattened 'out. appearande, but this as well as the colour are 

,probably due to the fact that the blood. is seen through a thickened vessel 
. wall. The second or smaller, expansiop. is also pale 'pink in colour with 

a marked, reflex on its upper part. It ,also shows the wiual bright oval 
refle~ on its summit. The lower part has a deeper/pink colour, probably, 
qecause here the blood-stream does not appear to.take a straight coursEl' ' 
through .the expansion but fills its low~r half which apparently has, com
paratively'thin wal,1s', while the walls of the upper ha1f seem to be 
considerably thickened. .'. ,.' 
, . For a short distance beyond this point \ the artery is ,normal in all 

respects. It'is crossed transversly by a branch of the superior temporal 
vein, and gives off a. small twig below. Next comes a third pearl-grey 
spot on the' anterior surface of the vessel, similar to the first two> 
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:500 Clinical and other Notes 

:described. Here however the vessel sho'ws a ve~'y slight increase in 
calibre but the walls do not appear to be thickened. Narrowing a little, 
but still with a somewhat increased calibre and curving gently upwards, 
the artery expands into. the fourth an.d most typical'of itsan~urisms . 

. In shape this is exactly like the hulb of a Higginson's syringe" 
.measuring about, 3t ,'diameters of the normal vessel in breadth and. 
,4 to 4~ diameters in / length. lIt is of a deep pink or carmine shade 
throughout; except, at its centre where it shows a bright oval reflex. 
The walls appear thickene,d a~ I they have a distinct whitish outline, 
but the whole expansion is perfectly uniform and is apparently' completely 
filled with blood. I . 

Beyond this dilatation the artery becomes perfectly normal _for a 
short part of its course and is drossed by another twig f~om the superior 
temporal vein. It takes a' gentle curve downwards and just at the bottom 
-of this curve it shows yet another dilatation. .This one is a reproductioh 

,,·of the first two, '.but is' smaller, being scarcely twice the diameter of 
.the vessel; it has the sa~e appearanc13 of a pale pink pearl and se~ms 
to bud oU,t from the anterior wall of the artery corresponding in appear
ance rather to the sacculated typ~ of aneurism. The hlood-st~eaIll can 
be ,seen' passing behind rather than through it~ proximal part, the walls 
6f irhich appear much thickened, while its distal part tak~s on a deep 
.pink colour, and appears to become full of blood as it gradually 
<liminishes to approximately the normal diameter, of the artery . 
. ' The farthest out and smallest expansion 'follo~s almost immediately 
Ion the last described ,before the vesselhas q~ite regained its, normal size.' 
It seenis to, spring from the ,posterior and upper aspect ofhhe artery, 
showing above the vessel as a small refractile hemisphere, the slightly, 
€nlarged artery hidill-g its lower half. ,In size it is only aboutlialf the 
diameter of the vessel, and is probably composed of thickened wall, as 
.the line .of the bl~od-streamean be seen passing across it.' For a short' 
distance, about two to three' disks' diameter, beyond this expansi6nthe 
vessel is slightly enlarged, but show~ no thickening or irregularity ot its 
walls, while for the rest of lts course, in the oplithalmoscopi9 field,it is, 
perfectly 'normal. ' " . . 
. In .the retin!'t, a little way below the first aneurism, there is a minute 

reflectile spot, and: on close examination one can make out 'a,secon~ still 
'more minute grey speck belo\V the Higginson'ssyringe expansion. Nio 
blood-vessel is in connexio~ with either of these .. 
, ,No enlargement ofei~her the arteries or veins on the papilla is 

- . I 
s.pparent, nor can the Slightest abnormality be detecte4 on any other of 
'their branches as far as the can be traced towa,rds the extreme periphery . 
. of,thefundus;. As·compar d with the retinal vessels on the disk of the 
'other ey'e, beyond the fact that the left superior t\lmpor~l veiui\la little I 

iuller than the right, no other difference is observable. 

, \' 

,. 
,I 
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Olinical and other Notes 501, . 

,The branch of the artery on which the aneurisms occur is' normal in 
eV,ery;respect up tq the point where the ,first refractile spot appears. 

I was unable to· detect any spontaneous pulsation, either in the 
art~ries or in anyof,. the expans_ions. The venous, pulse was well marked 
on both disks. Pressure on the globe gave very distinct pulsation' in the" 
arteries, and this' pulsation could be traced into the branch with the 

. aneurisms, but' I w:as disappointed in not being able to, produce obvious 
pulsation in any of the aneurisms'themselves or, in th~ artery beyond, 

--although by very closely watching the white outline around the 
Higginson's syringe expansion, I satisfied myself that there. was a 
faint 'but distinct' expansible movement, and that the expansion was 
definitelY'reduced in sIze.! . .. 

Right Ftlndus.-The inferior.temporal and inferior nasal arteri~s and 
,their branches show similar dilatatiof!sto' those ,described in the left eye . 
. The,majority of theseswemngs are situated at the extre,me periphery of 
t~efundus, and, owing to the slight nystagmus: they ar~ difficult to see 
and impossible to examine in detail. In all about twenty-three dilatations 
oC varying siz~sappeaJ:' in the ophthalmoscopic fie'ld, ~ine of thes~ beiqg 
situated on the inferior temporal artery !l!nd it~ branches and fourteen on . 
the inferior nasal artery and its branches. They are;of exactly the same 
type as those in . the left eye, but are, rathet smaller in sizd, possibly 
because they ~re more peripherally situated.'.' In none ofthem, nor in 
the fundus in their immediate l).eighbourhood; can any 'signs of -recent, 
ch~nges be detected .. Both arteries show I some apparent thi~kening 0'£ -
their walls at one or two points in their' course between two .dilatations, 
but otherwise except for the. aneurisms they appea~normal. Towards 
the periphery of the field, and lying above the maih branch of the inferior 
temporal artery, some white markings appear in the retina, which are 
probably of a' similar nature to tqosedescr;ibed in the left fundus 
:immediately below the two larger dilatations. There is evidence of an 
·increaseof connective tissue around the'disll:and a10ng ~he 'vessels in: its 
neighbourh'ood. '. ' 

~Unfortunately, when on active service, one' i!3 able to consult only a 
verY limited amount ~f the available lit~ratu!,e on a subject of this nature; 
as far as' I ·know, however, a similar case has not hitherto been descril:ied, 
but I am quite open to correction on this point.' The question m~y be 
asked: "Are these true aneurisms ?" . Personally; t have no hesitation 
in saying they are,. and. this opinion has' been endorsed by three 
ophthalmic 'surgeons, to whom I hav~shown ,the case. -I do not think' 
'anyother diagnosis is possible if the following points are c.onsidered:· 
(I) the situation, shape, and general appearance of the swellings; (2) the 
fact that the Higginson;s syringe dilatation is. completely filled :wi~h, 
blood, and that owing to the thickening of its walls their c.ontjnuity with 
those of the artery is easily established; (3) that the blood-stream can be 

)' 
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. tra:ced through the centre of one of the aneurisms, the walls of which have' 
, become" so ,thickened that the calibre of 'the stream is 9nly slightly 

increa:sed; and (4), that expanslle pulsation and reauction in size can -
be produced in the largest of the aneurisms by pressure on thE! globe . 
. Had spontaneous pulsation been present" or even had I been able to 

, " produce it markedly by pressure on the globe, it alone would have decided 
the nature of the ,swellings; ,but' as this was so poorly defined that its· 
presence was disputed by two out of the three ophthalmic surgeons Who
saw the case, I mention this fact last, giving the other arguments prece-
dence. I think, however, tha:tthese are sufficient proof, leaving the pulsa-
,tion out of account. ' , ' 

As regards the ~rigin of, the condition, I fear I can go no further than· 
to suggest the probability of. its being a congenital abnormality. The 
'patient's heal~h is excellent, and a physician, who kindly examined him 
ior me, reported that he 'could find nothing wrong; 'so that the changes in '" 
the retinal- arteri~s can scarcely be e~plained' as a' manifestation of any 
general' disease which might affect the vascular system. On the other 
hand,. the fllndi sh,ow definite congenital defects both in the patches of 
rried1;l1lated nerv$ fibres and, in, the increase of connective' tissue' around 
both disks. There is also the fact that the eyes have normal vision, and 
show no pathological chaNge in any other part of the fundi. Again, there 
are no signs of ,recent changes along the vessels or in the neighbourhood 
of the aneurisms such as one would expect to find had' the' disease been 
progressive; and although the period during wl:Hch I had the' patient 
under observation (th~ee weeks in all) was too short to be of any help in 
deciding this point, the condition certainly did not alter as far as I could 
, cl I lU ge.' " , , 

.The possibility of this being an early stage in the condition known as 
anterio-venous aneurrsm, eighteen' Ca;ses of which have been collected 

, and discussed byOoatsin his paper in the Royal London Ophthalmic 
'HospItal'Reports, vol. xviii, on "Massive Exudation Retinitis:~ should, 

• I I think, be mentioned, although ,b~Y9nd. the fact that this disease mostly' 
attacks healthy males of· from 22 to 23, years of, age, and, that it is 
generallybil~teral, there is no !sfmilarity either in the history or in the 
ophthalmoscopic appearances" to the case under discussion. The veins in 
this case have no connexion whatever with any of the aneurisms. A case , . " ,. r! 
showing venous communication, together' with a patch of medullated 
iIerve fibres~ was, I believe,reported in one of the ophthalmic journals 
some years ago._ . . 

, Referring for a moment to tlie symptoms complained of. by tpe patient, 
I do 'not think these had any conne,xion with the changes found, in both 

, fundi, but are more probably attributable to the remaining traces of his 
'nystagmus. , 

In conclusion, I should like to express, my thanks to Oolonel Lister, . 

/ , 

, I 

/ 
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C.M.G., Consulting Ophthalmic Surg~on' to the British Expeditioria~y 
, Force, for his interestiu the case, and ~or his confirmation of the 
ophthalmoscopic ,appea~ariees. 

., 
PRELIMINARY NOTE ON SPIROCHiETES OCCDRRING IN" 

. , TH~ i:rRINE OF CASES OF" P.D.O." ' 

By MAJOR S. :W. PATTERSON, M.D. ' 

Royal Army Medical'Corps (T.C). 

Beit MemOrial, Research Fellow. ' 

(Note: This article 'wa:~ received June, 1917.2 ' 

DURING the past fewi'months I have examined,the urine of' cases, 0 

P.D.O.,for spirochffites, using', a modifi~atio~ of R~naux and Wilmaers' 
technique. The results are' so suggestive that I venture :in this 
preliminary note to call attention to the necessity fora systematic, 
examination of the urine in certain cli'nical types of P.D.O., which 
m,ay 'ultimately turn out to have a' coi:nmo~ etiological origin.' 

, Since i~ ¥archl~~tGarnier and Re'il~y suggested that in certain cases 
?f icterohffimorrhagiq spirochmtosis the chief incidence of t~e disease may: ' 
be upon the kidney, I have examined a number of cases of trench nephritis 
and found ,a spirochffite in a fairly large 'proportion. Further, in what 
I regard as a defi'nite clinical type of ~.U.O. (appendicular or abdominal 
-described below) which is probably' a mild form oficterohffimorrhagic ' 
spirochaJtosis, T have found a spirochffite almost constantly present in 
the urine. Again,' in the relapsing'type qf P.D.O. (trench fever) a 
spirochffite can frequeptly be found in the urinE), ~uring l1nd immediately 
aft('lr the exacerbations of telllP'e'rature. ' , 

,', METHODS. 

The technique w~ich I have been using is as follo~ll ,:- , ' 
At first the specimells of urine were obtained in the' ordina~y way, 

and brought to the laboratory in clean' bott)es; but later,precautions 
were taken to,try'and avoid contamination of the samples. After drawing 
back .. the foreskin, the prepuce and meatus'were swabbed with a 1 in 1,000 

,hyd'rarg. perchlor. solution; the patient then passed urine, and a sample 
towards the end qf the ~ct 'of micturition was caught in a,large sterile 
,test-tube. The urine was yentrifuged ,and at ,firs,~, after pouring ofI' the 
'supernatant fiui<il,thl( deppsit 'was wasped with sterilew~terand re-

'centrifuged. Control 'experiments showed,'however, that the spirochffites 
seem to be of comparatively low specific gravity, requiring therefore 

'1, 
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